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U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Services
Office of Public Information

United Nations, N.Y.

(For use of information media — not an official record)

Note Ho. 251+7
26 March 1962

MOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

The following is the text of a press release issued yesterday (25 March)
by the UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine, Jerusalem:

"At its 520th emergency meeting, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan-Israel

Mixed Armistice Commission considered the following draft resolution tabled by

the Jordan delegation. The resolution was not carried, the Chairman having ab-

stained, the Jordan delegation voting for, and the Israel delegation against.

"The text of the draft resolution is as follows:

"'The Mixed Armistice Commission, having considered the investigation report

made by the United Nations military observer on the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

complaint No. HUl, finds:

"'1. In the early hours of the morning of IT March 1962, an Israeli military

a3 re, raft crossed the demarcation line into the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and

dropped tvo bombs which exploded at approximately MR 211̂ -229̂ .

"'2. This crossing and the dropping of the bombs by the Israeli aircraft is

a breach of Article III, Paragraph 2, of the General Armistice Agreement.

"'The Mixed Armistice Commission calls upon Israel to take the strongest

measures to prevent the recurrence of such violation& of the General Armistice

Agreement in the future.'

"After the vote, the Chairman stated:

"'The statements by the parties and their witnesses made before the Mixed

Armistice Commission are contradictory.

"'In view of the circumstances prevailing at the time of the incident,

and in the absence, in my opinion, of conclusive evidence, I abstained,

" ' I note that the senior Israeli delegate stated that, had an Israel aircraft

bombed Jordan by an error of judgment, an official apology would have been offered

to Jordan. The Israel delegate regretted that Jordan was bombed.

"'I would remind the Israel delegation, however, that an investigation on

their side might have helped the present situation considerably. ' "

* *** *



MF/gm S/PV.999 . „„,_ _ ,. .. .

The CHAIRMAN; Before calling on the next speaker on my list, I would

like to inform the Council of the fact that the Acting Secretary-General has

asked me to allow him to make a statement with regard to the suggestion just

voiced by the representative of the United States of America, and which has bearing

on the consultations with and the arrival in New York of the Chief of Staff of

the United Rations Truce Supervision Organization. If there are no objections,

I shall immediately call on the Acting Secretary-General.

The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL: I have noted the suggestion of the

representative of the United States that the Chief of Staff of UNTSO be brought

here for consulation and, of course, I will arrange for General Von Horn to come

for a few days, if the Council considers it useful and wishes it.

I must admit that I say this with mixed feelings for, in a situation of

serious tension such as that now prevailing in the Tiberias area, there are strong

and obvious reasons why I would like to have the Chief of Staff on the job out

there. Moreover, I would want the Council to be aware that General Von Horn, in

his report,, has made available to the Council all of the information on the recent

Tiberias incidents which the UNTSO observers have been able to provide.

Therefore, it cannot be expected that General Von Horn will be able to add

much information to that already set forth in his report now before you. He could,

of course, through being available here for consultation, more fully explain the

measures that he has suggested for avoiding a repetition of the recent unfortunate

episode.

The CHAIRMAN:: I thank the Acting Secretary-General for his statement,

and I shall now call on the next speaker on my list, the rgpresentative of the

United Arab Republic.



AW/kb S/PV.999
lO-ij-5

(Mr. Stevenson, United States)

In the present encounter a number of lives have been lost, both among

Syrian and Israel citizens. We deeply regret this catastrophe and extend

our sympathy to the families of those who have suffered. This loss of life is all

the more tragic because it is more likely to set back the cause of peace rather

than to have advanced that cause by this sacrifice.

I am afraid, Mr. President, that I have perhaps transgressed the limits of

brevity which I set for myself when I asked for your permission to speak. In

conclusion, I repeat the proposal that the Chief of Staff be invited to come to

New York.
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Press Release SG/1167
3 April 1962

STATEMENT BY ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U THANT

TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL, 5 APRIL 1962

In the light of the discussion at the last meeting of the Council on 28 March,

Tasked the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, General von Horn, to come to New York for a few

days in order to be available to members of the Council for consultation. General

von Horn arrived last Saturday evening and has made himself available to delegations

wishing to see him. He is with me here today.

There may be specific questions which members of the Council would wish to put

to General von Horn. I would suggest that such questions be presented by the

members at this meeting.

The questions would be referred to General von Horn, who would prepare answers

to them and present those answers at the next meeting of the Council. With regard

to any questions that may be put to the Chief of Staff, it may be pointed out that

while General von Horn is here to provide the Council with all relevant information

available to Mm he will not undertake to advise the Council on the conclusions to

be reached; he properly sees it as the function of the Chief of Staff to present

facts and not judgments,

I trust that the procedure I have indicated will commend itself to the

President and members of the Council.
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Press Release SG/1167
3 April 1962

STATEMENT BY ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U THANT

TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL, 3 APBIL 1962

In the light of the discussion at the last meeting of the Council on 28 March,

I asked the Chief of Staff of UWTSO, General von Horn, to come to New York for a few

days in order to be available to members of the Council for consultation. General

von Horn arrived last Saturday evening and has made himself available to delegations

wishing to see him. He is with me here today.

There may be specific questions which members of the Council would wish to put

to General von Horn. I would suggest that such questions be presented by the

members at this meeting.

The questions would be referred to General von Horn, who would prepare answers

to them and present those answers at the next meeting of the Council. With regard

to any questions that may be put to the Chief of Staff, it may be pointed out that

while General von Horn is here to provide the Council with all relevant information

available to him he will not undertake to advise the Council on the conclusions to

be reached; he properly sees it as the function of the Chief of Staff to present

facts and not judgments.

I trust that the procedure I have indicated will commend itself to the

President and members of the Council.
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Press Release SG/1167
3 April 1962

STATEMENT BY ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U THANT

TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL, 5 APRIL 1962

In the light of the discussion at the last meeting of the Council on 28 March,

I asked the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, General von Horn, to come to New York for a few

days in order to be available to members of the Council for consultation. General

von Horn arrived last Saturday evening and has made himself available to delegations

wishing to see him. He is with me here to.day.

There may be specific questions which members of the Council would wish to put

to General von Horn. I would suggest that such questions be presented by the

members at this meeting.

The questions would be referred to General von Horn, who would prepare answers

to them and present those answers at the next meeting of the Council. With regard
to any questions that may be put to the Chief of Staff, it may be pointed out that

while General von Horn is here to provide the Council with all relevant information

available to him he will not undertake to advise the Council on the conclusions to

be reachedj he properly sees it as the function of the Chief of Staff to present
facts and not judgments.

I trust that the procedure I have indicated will commend itself to the

President and members of the Council.
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ANSWERS BY MAJOR-GENERAL CARL CSON VON HORN,
CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE UNE2ED NATIONS TRUCE SUPERVISION ORGANIZATION,

TO QUESTIONS ASKED DURING TEE MEETING OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
ON 5 APRIL 1962

1.. The representative of Syria asked, in connexion with the fighting of

16/17 March, whether any Syrian post or fortified position had been occupied or

destroyed.

On the basis of reports by United Nations Military Observers who visited the

Demilitartsed Zone on threa occasions since 17 March, the Chairman reported that

he was satisfied that there were none. No fortified position was seen as

"existing #r destroyed".

2. The/ representative of the United Arab Republic asked whether I consider

it necessary for the good functioning of the United Nations Truce Supervision

Organization that the Mixed Armistice Commission should meet and resume its

work and carry out its responsibilities.

The General Armistice Agreement (Article VII, paragraph 7) provides for a

procedure, that of the Mixed Armistice Commission. So long as this procedure is

in abeyance, the Chairman of the .Mixed Armistice Commission and the Chief of

Staff are compelled to deal separately with each of the parties in order to

obtain compliance with the terms of the General Armistice Agreement, The

procedure of the Mixed Armistice Commission, face-to—face discussion between

the parties under a United Nations:Chairman, cannot be replaced. This

procedure, which also provides for the possibility of hearing witnesses or

experts, ,can ĥ lp in finding an ''equitable and mutually satisfactory settlement"

of claims or complaints. If the discussion in the Mixed Armistice Commission

does not lead to a settlement, it usually throws some light on moot points, for

instance, the origin of an incident. Nothing can adequately take the place of

personal contacts between Delegations and discussions between them.

62-07351
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3. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked what was the status

of the Demilitarized Zone and what are the responsibilities of the truce

machinery under Article V of the Armistice Agreement with'regard to this Zone.

A full answer to this question would call for a lengthy report. I can do

no more now than to bring out some salient points. But for those members of

the Council •who wish to study the background in detail, I should like to refer

to the report to the Security Council of 11 January 1955 by my predecessor,

General E.L.M. Burns (document S/3;&3), the report of the late Secretary-General,

Mr. Dag Eammarskjold, dated 9 May 1956, and in particular Annex VII to that

report (document S/3596), sp.d also to my own report of S'i February I960 (document

S/U270). The basic provisions governing the Zone are contained in Article V of

the General Armistice Agreement. One of the main points of that Article is that,

the area between the old Syrian-Palestine frontier and the Armistice Demarcation

Line established in 19̂ 9 was to be designated as a Demilitarized Zone. Paragraph

2 of Article V states that both the Demarcation Line and the Demilitarized Zone

have "been cLsfined "-with a view toward separating-the armed forces of the two

parties in such manner as to minimize the possibility of friction and incidents,

while providing for the gradual restoration of 'normal civilian life in the area

of the Ztenilitarized'Zone, without prejudice to-the ultimate settlement".

Under paragraph 5 (a) of Article V,"the- armed 'forces of both parties

"shall be totally excluded" from the Demilitarized Zone and "no activities

by military or para-military forces shall be permitted" there. Paragraph

5 (b) stales that "any advance by the armed forces, military or'para-military,

of either Tarty j_nto any part'of the - Demilitarized Zone, when confirmed by the

United Nations representatives referred to in the following subparagraph, shall .•

constitute a flagrant violation bf this Agreement". Paragraph 5 (e) foresees

"the return of civilians to villages and settlements in the Demilitarized Zone

and the employs.".-ib of limited numbers of locally recruited civilian police

in the Zone for internal security purposes".1 - ' ' •

With regpord to civilian life, in the Demilitarized Zone, I would refer to

the "authoritative comment" of Dr. Bunche on Article V of the General Armistice

Agreement agreed to by both parties and incorporated verbatim in the resolution

of the Security Council of 8 May 195J- (document S/2157).
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An important point in the "authoritative comment" is that civil

administration in the Demilitarized Zone, including the policing, was to "be on

a local "basis under the general supervision of the Chairman of the Mixed

Armistice Commission and "without raising general questions of administration,

jurisdiction, citizenship and sovereignty". Paragraph 1 of Article V states

"it is emphasized that the following arrangements for the Armistice Demarcation

Line "between the Israeli and Syrian forces and for the Demilitarized Zone are

not to "be interpreted as having any relation whatsoever to ultimate territorial

arrangements affecting the two parties to this Agreement."

The Demilitarized Zone has been the scene of numerous incidents which are

referred to in the reports I have mentioned. One of the main causes of tension

has been the question of land ownership in the Zone. I should like to quote

paragraph 105 of my report to the Security Council of 23 February I960. "If

disputes about land ceased, there would be no motive for Israel to send into

the Demilitarized Zone border police in armoured vehicles, no motive either for

Syria to send national guards or other personnel. This would mean that the

provisions of Article V, paragraph 5 (e) a&d of Dr. Bunche's authoritative

coiament relating to the employment of locally recruited civilian police would

be applied without .reservation, and that the Demilitarized Zone would be what

it was intended to be, viz. 'demilitarized1."

With regard to the second part of the question concerning the responsibilities

of the truce machinery with regard to this Zone, I would again refer to the

reports I cited above and to Article V of the General Armistice Agreement.

This provides that the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission established

in Article VII of the Agreement and the United nations Observers attached to

the Commission "shall be responsible for the full implementation of this Article**'

(paragraph 5 (c)). One of their main responsibilities is to establish whether

or not any aî uce into the Zone by armed forces, military or para-military, of

either party, nas taken place. Any advance confirmed by United Nations Observers

"shall constitute a flagrant violation of the Agreement" (paragraph 5 (*>))•

The Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission is empowered under paragraph

5 (e) of Article V to authorize the return of civilians to villages and

settlements in the Demilitarized Zone and the "employment of limited numbers

of locally recruited civilian police in the Zone for internal security purposes."

Successive Chiefs of Staff beginning with General Riley have taken the position
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that it was the Mixed Armistice Commission itself which under Article VII,
paragraph 8, was' competent to interpret the meaning of the General Armistice
Agreement, The Israel Government, however, did not agree to discuss in the

Mixed Armistice Commission anything pertaining to the Demilitarized Zone o!r

to submit to the Mixed Armistice Commission the interpretation of Article V of

the General Armistice Agreement for a decision as to its competence or as to

the competence of the Chairman in matters concerning the Demilitarized Zone,

As a result, no ordinary meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission have taken

Place since 1951.

In my report of 23 February 19&0, I drew attention to the following para-

graph of the Security Council's resolution of 18 May 1951 in which the Council

"considers ttat it is inconsistent with the objectives and intent of the Armistice

Agreement to refuse to participate in meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission

Or to fail to respect requests of the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission

as they relate to his obligations under Article V, and atolls upon the parties

to be represented at all meetings called by the Chaiiman of the Commission and
to respect such requests."

In view of the dispute over the powers of the Chairman and in the absence

of meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission, the authority of the Truce

Supervision Organization in the Demilitarized Zone has Taeen greatly weakened.

k. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked if there were at
present any military or para-military forces or any positions of a military
character in the Demilitarized Zone and whether, if so, they violated paragraph
5 (a) and (b) of Article V of the General Armistice Agreement.

Elements of military and para-military forces, as well as fortifications,
have been observed in the Demilitarized Zone. These are violations of paragraph

5 (a) and (b) of Article V. An inspection of both the Demilitarized Zone and

the Defensive areas was carried out on 29 and 30 March 1962. Certain violations

were noted/which existed in 19&0 and were referred to in my .report of 23 February

I960, The existence of these violations has been brought to the attention of

the parties concerned* I believe that my answers to the preceding questions

have given a sufficient indication .of the dangerous situation in the

Demilitarized Zone and the. difficulties faced by the Chairman of the Mixed

Armistice Commission.in dealing with them.
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5. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked whether in the

light of the messages to which I referred in my report there is now any

reason to expect another attack on Syrian territory by Israel armed forces.

I hope that the members of the Security Council will not expect me:to

speculate or undertake predictions. We in the Truce Supervision Organization

are constantly doing all that we can to avoid resort to force by either side.

6. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked for.my opinion as

to how long it takes to prepare such an attack as the one launched by

Israel on the night of 16/1? March.

This is not a question to which I could give a satisfactory answer, since

I do not have enough information to do so. However, it should be remembered

that the competence of UTOSO, even with the fullest co-operation, of the

parties under the General Armistice Agreement, is limited to the; Armistice

Demarcation Line itself, and to the Demilitarized Zone and the adjoining

Defensive Areas. UBfTSO has never asked for the right to observe or

investigate in territories other than those specifically placed under the

provisions of the General Armistice Agreements. I believe that if U3TOSO .

had the full co-operation of both parties with regard to these specified

areas, violations of the General Armistice Agreement and of the cease-fire

order of the Security Council could be greatly minimized, if not altogether

.eliminated.

7. The representative of Ghana asked in what way the terms of the

Armistice Agreement had been violated by either Syria or Israel within the '

past six months and particularly within the period Immediately preceding

the events which took place on 16 and 17 March; and also what has UHTSO

done to prevent such violations, if any.

In reply to previous questions I indicated the nature of the principal

violations, known and confirmed by UK Military Observers: the presence of

military and para-military forces and positions in the Demilitarized Zone,

and the shooting incidents such as those which led up to the fighting of

16/17 March. In addition there are numerous complaints, which, however,

cannot be confirmed or verified except through the co-operation of both

parties.
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In "the.absence, of regular meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission

it is impossible to determine which of these complaints could be considered

as violations of the Armistice Agreement. This is what the Mixed Armistice

Commission was established to do. The function of UMTSO is to investigate

complaints and to place the results of its investigations before the Mixed

Armistice Commission. It is then for the Mixed Armistice Commission to

evaluate the results of the investigation, and to decide on such measures

as it may consider necessary to rectify the situation, in the event that it

finds a violation to have taken place. In the absence of meetings of the

Mixed Armistice Commission;'UMTSO cannot do more than to'take'note of
complaints and conduct an inquiry which often amounts to nothing more than
the taking of statements by witnesses produced by one side. ' . :

As regards the measures which UMTSO has adopted to prevent' incidents '
from taking place, they are mainly of one type: observation of the area
and notification to the party concerned when a violation is observed. The

efforts of UNTSO have been facilitated by the co-operation of the parties

in establishing fixed observation posts. As I stated in my report, there

were five on the Syrian side and four on the'Israeli side. A. new

observation post has just been established on the Syrian >side making a

total of ten fixed posts.- • . • ,

When an incident occurs, UMTSO acts as rapidly as it can to "

re-establish the cease-fire. Preventive action would be facilitated'by

the co-operation of the parties in ensuring full freedom of movement for

UN Military Observers along the Armistice Demarcation Line, in the

Demilitarized Zones, and in the Defensive Areas, and in extending to the
observers of UMTSO all necessary facilities for moving rapidly to any

point where tension is reported as developing.
'.' i.- ' • '

8. The representative of the United States asked four' questions.1 I

should like to deal with them as one 'question because they seem to me to
be closely related. ' • . • • ' • • ' - - • •

The first question was how the United Nations Truce Supervision '
Organiaation's effectiveness could be increased. Secondly, whether the

UMTSO is afforded the necessary freedom of movement which is essential to
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the performance of its responsibilities under the General Armistice Agreement.

Thirdly, how observance of the General Armistice Agreement, with specific

reference to the deployment of forces in the Demilitarized Zone and Defensive

Areas could be improved; and finally what additional comments I might have

on the status of the Israel-Syrian Mixed Armistice Commission. These

questions seem to be related because they have to do with ways and means

of increasing the effectiveness of UWTSO.

I indicated in my answers to previous questions that the main instrument

at the disposal of UNTSO is observation. Freedom of movement is an essential

element in effective observation. Although the ten fixed observation posts

now established have been of considerable help, their usefulness on the

Syrian side is diminished by the fact the Military Observers are not permitted

to move beyond 50 metres from them without excort or liaison officers* This

means that if firing is heard beyond a hill near an observation post, the

Observer cannot move from the post to higher ground or around a bend to

observe the firing. He must wait until a Syrian officer joins him and

accompanies him on his observation. ly that time the £i»ing may have ceased

and there may be nothing to see. On the Israeli side, the situation is

different but no better. As the recent firing on Lake Tiberias has shown,

it is difficult for United Nations Observers to observe adequately what

is going on without some means of transportation on Lake Tiberias itself

where the firing is alleged to have taken place and where many incidents

involving fishermen are said to take place.

In 1955 > ray predecessor, General Burns, suggested the desirability

of providing UHTSO wibi a boat which could be quickly dispatched to the

scene of an incident. Such a boat would in fact be a mobile observation

post. It would enable IOTTSO to assist the parties in ensuring compliance

with the Agreement reported by the Secretary-General in paragraph 89 of

his report of 9 May 1956 regarding fishing on Lake Tiberias and the

undertaking by Israel to keep their police boats back from the eastern

shore of the Lake except when it is necessary to approach it "for security

reasons".
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In his report, the late Secretary-General stated that he found it necessary

to maintain the proposal for a United'Nations boat. The'presence of'United "'

Nations Observers in an unarmed observation boat on Lake Tiberias would not

in any way affect the claims and position of Israel with regard to Lake

Tiberias. It would also help if both in the case of the boat and movement of

Military Observers by jeep, both parties would permit United' Nations Observers '

freedom of movement without insisting that they be accompanied by liaison

officers. In principle, the request that'United Nations Observers' be 'accompanied

by a liaison officer of either side seems unobjectionable. In practice, however,

it often happens that 'at the very moment when it is essential for United Nations

Observers to proceed quickly to the scene of an incident, no liaison officer

is available and United Nations Observers are immobilized until one appears. ; ''

In this connexion, it may be recalled that in his'report of 9 May 1956,

Mr, Hammarskjold stated in paragraph 91 "that in"implementation of the'

recognition of the status and functions of the 'Chief of Staff and Observers, ''

a specific assurance should be given that the principle of freedom of ~

movement within the relevant areas should be freely recognized. Such assurances

were given by Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon.' The position 'of the Government

of Israel is that they will continue to afford to 'United Nations Observers the

same degree of freedom of movement inside Israel which all residents or

visitors to Israel normally enjoy ...". It may be mentioned that pleasure

craft owned by Israeli residents move freely on Lake T'iberias unescorted by

Israeli liaison officers. It is particularly important that United Nations

Observers performing their duties in the Demilitarized Zone' should have free

access which has sometimes been denied them even by the threat and use of

force when crossing at certain points from east to west.
The effectiveness of UNTSO would be greatly increased if both parties

were to facilitate the movement of United Nations Observers. For example,

north of Lake Tiberias permission for the UNTSO aircraft to land at the

Rosh Pina-Mahanayim airfield would result in considerable saving in time,

especially in periods of crisis. Although domestic airlines are permitted

to land at that airport, requests of the Chief of Staff of UKTSO to use that

airfield have been denied. UNTSO effectiveness would also be considerably

increased if UNTSO aircraft were permitted to use commercial air corridors

between Jerusalem-Mahanayim and from Mahanayim north to the Lebanese border
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to .join "the Beirut-Damascus corridor.

From time to time in the past, suggestions have been made that UNTSO

effectiveness would be increased by the use of a helicopter. This type of

aircraft has proved its usefulness at other United Nations missions. I would

regard it as a valuable addition to the means available to UNTSO to carry out

its functions.

Freedom of movement of United Nations Observers will also enable the

Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission to arrange repeated visits to the

remilitarized Zone and Defensive Areas. Such visits would enable any

deployment of forces prohibited under the General Armistice Agreement to be

promptly brought to the attention of the parties concerned.

Freedom of movement is necessary not only to enable United Nations

Observers to observe reported violations and to assist the parties in

re-establishing the cease-firej it is also an important factor in allaying

mutual suspicions. If both parties are aware that United Nations Observers

are moving freely in the areas of their responsibility, their suspicions as

to the other's intentions are correspondingly lessened.

As I indicated in reply to an earlier question, the re-establishment of

the procedures for handling problems through the Mixed Armistice Commission

provided under the terms of the General Armistice Agreement would help to

normalize the situation in the Demilitarized Zone and along the Israel-Syrian

Armistice Demarcation Line. In the absence of regular meetings of the Mixed

Armistice Commission, the authority of the Chairman remains in question.

These are minimum suggestions which in my view would increase the

effectiveness of UNTSO. What they amount to, in fact, is a restatement of

some of the provisions of Articles V and VII of the General Armistice

Agreement.
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ANSWERS BY MAJOR-GENERAL CARL CSCU VON HORN,
CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE UNI3ED NATIONS TRUC3 SUPERVISION ORGANIZATION,

TO QUESTIONS ASKED DURING TEE MEETING OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
ON 2 APRIL 1962

1. The representative of Syria asked, in connexion with the fighting of

16/17 March, whether any Syrian post or fortified position had been occupied or

destroyed.

On the "basis of reports Toy United Nations Military Observers who visited the

Demilitarized Zone on three occasions since 17 March, the Chairman reported that

he was sa/fĉ sfied that there were none. No fortified position was seen as

'existing destroyed".

2. The/ representative of the United Arab Republic asked whether I consider

it necessary for the good functioning of the United Nations Truce Supervision

Organizjation that the Mixed Armistice Commission should meet and resume its

work and carry out its responsibilities.

The General Armistice Agreement (Article VII, paragraph 7) provides for a

procedure, that of the Mixed Armistice Commission* So long as this procedure is

in abeyance, the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission and the Chief of

Staff are compelled to deal separately with each of the parties in order to

obtain compliance with the terms of the General Armistice Agreement. The

procedure of the Mixed Armistice Commission, face-to-face discussion between

the parties under a United Nations Chairman, cannot be replaced. This

procedure, which also provides for the possibility of hearing witnesses or

experts, can b?lp in finding an rtequitable and mutually satisfactory settlement"

of claims or co/iipleints. If the discussion in the Mixed Armistice Commission

does not lead to a settlement,, it usually throws some light on moot points, for

instance, the origin of an incident. Nothing can adequately take the place of

personal contacts between Delegations and discussions between them.

62-07351
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3. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked what was the status

of the Demilitarized Zone and what are the .responsibilities of the truce

machinery under Article V of the Armistice Agreement with regard to this Zone.

A full answer to this question would call for a lengthy report. I can do

no more now than to bring out some salient points. But for those members of

the Council -foho wish to study- the background in detail, I should like to refer

to the report to the Security Council of 11 January 1955 by my predecessor,

General E.L.M. Burns (document S/3;&3),the report of the late Secretary-General,

Mr, Dag Hammarskjold, dated 9 May 195&, end in particular Annex VII to that

report (document S/359&), and also to ray own report of ̂  February I960 (document

S/14-270). The basic provisions governing the Zone are contained in Article V of

the General Armistice Agreement. One of the main points of that Article is that

the area between the old Syrian-Palestine frontier and the Armistice Demarcation

Line established in 19̂ 9 was to be designated as a Demilitarized Zone. Paragraph

2 of Article V states that both the Demarcation Line and the Demilitarized Zone

have been defined "with a view toward separating the armed forces of the two

parties in such manner as to minimize the possibility of friction and incidents,

while providing for the gradual restoration of normal civilian life in the area

of the Dsr-dlitarized Zone, without prejudice to 'the* -ultimate settlement".

Under paragraph 5 (a) of Article V, the armed forces of both parties

"shall be totally excluded" from th£ Demilitarized Zone and "no -activities

by military or para-military forces shall be permitted" there. .-Paragraph

5 (b) states that "any advance by the armed forces, military or para-military,

of either party into any part of the Demilitarized Zone, when confirmed by the

United Nations representatives referred to in the following subparagraph, shall

constitute a flagrant violation of this Agreement". Paragraph 5-(e) foresees

"the return of civilians' to villages and settlements in the Demilitarized Zone

and the enplo:;in̂ £ib of limited numbers of locally recruited -civilian police

in the Z'One for internal security purposes".

With regard to civilian life, in -the- Demilitarized Zone, I would refer to

the "authoritative comment" of Dr. Bunche on Article V of the General Armistice

Agreement agreed to by both parties and incorporated verbatim in the resolution

of the Security Council of 8 May 1951 (document S/2157).
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An important.point .in the "authoritative comment".is that civil

administration in the Demilitarized Zone, including the policing, was to "be on

a local tasj.9 under the general supervision of the Chairman of the Mixed

Armistice Commission and ."without raising general questions of administration,

jurisdiction, citizenship and sovereignty". Paragraph 1 of Article V states

"it is emphasized that the following arrangements for the Armistice Demarcation

Line "between the. Israeli and Syrian forces and for the Demilitarized'Zone are

not to be interpreted as having any relation whatsoever to ultimate territorial

arrangements affeqting the two parties to this Agreement."

The.Demilitarized Zone has been the scene of numerous incidents which, are

referred.to,in the reports I have mentioned. One of the main causes of tension

has been the.question of land ownership in the Zone. I. should like to quote

paragraph 105 of my report to. the Security Council of 23 February I960. "If

disputes., about land ceased,, there would be no motive for Israel to send into

the Demilitarized,Zone, border police in armoured, vehicles, no motive either for

Syria to send national guards or other personnel. This would mean that the

provisions, of Article V, paragraph 5 (e) and of Drf Bunche's authoritative

comment relating .to., the, employment of locally recruited civilian police would

be applied without reservation and that the Demilitarized Zone would be what

it was intended to be, viz. 'demilitarized*,"

With regard to the second part of the question concerning the responsibilities
- i - . . . . . . . . .

of the truce machinery wrfch 'regard to this 'Zone, T would̂ again refer to the

reports I cited above and to Article V of the General Armistice Agreement.

This provides that the Chairman 'of the Mixed Armistice •Commission established

in Article VII of the Agreement and the United Nations Observers attached to

the Commission "shall be" responsible for the full implementation of this Article"'

(paragraph 5 (<0). ' One of their main responsibilities is to establish whether

or not any advice into the Zone by armed forces, military or para-military, of
; . . • ' . , ! " . . .

either party, "has taken place. Any advance confirmed by United Nations Observers

"shall constitute a flagrant violation of ;the Agreement" (paragraph 5 (b)).

The Chairman of the Mixed'Armistice Cdmmission is empowered under paragraph

5 (e) of Article V""'to authorize the return of civilians to villages and

settlements in the Demilitarized Zone and the "employment of limited numbers

of locally' recruited civilian police in'the Zone for internal security purposes."

Successive Chiefs of Staff beginning with General Riley-have taken the position



that it was the Mixed Armistice Commission Itself which under Article VII,

paragraph 8, was competent to interpret the meaning of the General Armistice

Agreement, The Israel Government, however, did not agree to discuss in the

Mixed Armistice Commission anything pertaining to the Demilitarized Zone or

to submit to the Mixed Armistice Commission the interpretation of Article V of

the General Armistice Agreement for a decision as to its competence or as to

the competence of the Chairman in matters concerning the Demilitarized Zone.

As a result, no ordinary meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission have taken

Place since 1951.

In my report of 25 February I960, I drew attention to the following para-

graph of the Security Council1s resolution of 18 May 1951 in which the Council

"considers that it is inconsistent with the objectives and intent of the Armistice

Agreement to refuse to participate in meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission

or to fail to respect requests of the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission

as they relate to his obligations under Article V, and ttalls upon the parties

to be represented at all meetings called by the Chairman of the Commission and

to respect such requests."

In view of the dispute over the powers of the Chairman and in the absence

of meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission, the authority of the Truce

Supervision Organization in the Demilitarized Zone has been greatly weakened.

k. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked if there were at

present any military or para-military forces or any positions of a military

character in the Demilitarized Zone and whether, if so, they violated paragraph

5 (a) and (b) of Article V of the General Armistice Agreement.

Elements of military and para-military forces, as well as fortifications,

have been observed in the Demilitarized Zone. These are violations of paragraph

5 (a) and (b) of Article V. An inspection of both the Demilitarized Zone and

the Defensive areas was carried out on 29 and 30 March 1962. Certain violations

were noted which existed in I960 and were referred to in my report of 25 February

I960. The existence of these violations has been brought to the attention of

the parties concerned. I believe that my answers to the preceding questions

have given a sufficient indication of the dangerous situation in the

Demilitarized Zone and the difficulties faced by the Chairman of the Mixed

Armistice Commission in dealing with them.
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5. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked whether, in the

light of the messages to which'I referred in my report-there is'now any

reason: to expect another attack on Syrian territory by Israel armed, forces.

I hope that the members of the 'Security Council will not expect, me to ••••

specxilate or undertake predictions. We in the Truce Supervision Organization

are constantly doing all that we <can to avoid resort to force by either side.

6. The representative of the United Arab Republic asked for my opinion as

to how long .it,takes to prepare such an attack as the one launched by

Israel pn .the night of 16/17 March.

This is not a question to which I could give a satisfactory answer, since

I do not have enough information to dp so. However, it should be remembered

that the competence of UHTSO, even with the fullest co-operation of the

parties under the General Armistice Agreement, is limited to the Armistice

Demarcation Line itself, and. to the Demilitarized Zone and the adjoining

Defensive Areas.. UWTSO has never asked fqr the right to observe or

investigate in territories other than those specifically placed under the

provisions of the General .Armistice Agreements. I believe that if UWTSO

had the full co-operation of both parties with regard to these specified

areas, violations .of the General Armistice Agreement and of the cease-fire

order of the Security Council could be.greatly minimized, if not altogether

eliminated.. .. ..

7. The representative of Ghana asked in what way the terms of the

Armistice Agreement had been violated by either Syria or Israel within the

past six months and particularly within the period immediately preceding

the events which took place on 16 and 17 March; and also what has UMTSO

done to prevent such violations, if any.

In reply to previous questions I indicated the nature of the principal

violations, known and confirmed by UK Military Observers: the presence of

military and para-military forces and positions in the Demilitarized Zone,

and the shooting incidents such as those which led up to the fighting of

16/17 March. In addition there are numerous complaints, which, however,

cannot be confirmed or verified except through the co-operation of both

parties.



In the absence of regular meetings of the Mixed Armiftice Commission

it is impossible to determine which of these complaints could be considered

as violations of the Armistice Agreement. This is what the Mixed Armistice

Commission was established to do. The function of UNTSO is to investigate

complaints and to place the results of its investigations before the Mixed

Armistice Commission. It is then for the Mixed Armistice Commission to

evaluate the results of the investigation, and to decide on such measures

as it may consider necessary to rectify the situation, in the event that it

finds a violation to have taken place. In the absence of meetings of the

Mixed Armistice Commission, UWTSO cannot do more than to take note of

complaints and conduct an inquiry which often amounts to nothing more than

the taking of statements by witnesses produced by one side.

As regards the measures which UHTSO has adopted to prevent incidents

from taking place, they are mainly of one type: observation of the area

and notification to the party concerned when a. violation is observed. The

efforts of UOTSO have been facilitated by the co-operation of the parties

in establishing fixed observation posts. As I stated in my report, there

were five on the Syrian side and four on the Israeli side. A new

observation post has just been established on the Syrian side making a

total of ten fixed posts.

When an incident occurs, UHTSO acts as rapidly as it can to

re-establish the cease-fire. Preventive action would be facilitated by

the co-operation of the parties in ensuring full freedom of movement for

UN Military Observers along the Armistice Demarcation Line, in the

Demilitarized Zones, and in the Defensive Areas, and in extending to the

observers of UWTSO all necessary facilities for moving rapidly to any

point where tension is reported as developing.

8. The representative of the United States asked four questions. I

should like to deal with them as one question because they seem to me to

be closely related.

The first question was how the United Nations Truce Supervision

Organization's effectiveness could be increased. Secondly, whether the

UNTSO is afforded the necessary freedom of movement which is essential to
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the performance of its responsibilities under the General Armistice Agreement.

Thirdly, how observance of the General Armistice Agreement, with specific

reference to the deployment of forces in the Demilitarized Zone and Defensive

Areas could be improved; and finally what additional comments I might have

on the status of the Israel-Syrian Mixed Armistice Commission. These

questions seem to be related because they have to do with ways and means

of increasing the effectiveness of IMTSO.

I indicated in my answers to previous questions that the main instrument

at the disposal of UHTSO is observation* Freedom of movement is an essential

element in effective observation. Although the ten fixed observation posts

now established have been of considerable help, their usefulness on the

Syrian side is diminished by the fact the Military Observers are not permitted

to move beyond 50 metres from them without excort or liaison officers. This

means that if firing is heard beyond a hill near an observation post, the

Observer cannot move from the post to higher ground or around a bend to

observe the firing. He must wait until a Syrian officer joins him and

accompanies him on his observation, ?y that time the £±ylng may have ceased

and there may be nothing to see. On the Israeli side, the situation is

different but no better. As the recent firing on Lake Tiberias has shown,

it is difficult for United Nations Observers to observe adequately what

is going on without some means of transportation on Lake Tiberias itself

where the firing is alleged to have taken place and where many incidents

involving fishermen are said to take place.

In 1955; W predecessor, General Burns, suggested the desirability

of providing UNTSO with a boat which could be quickly dispatched to the

scene of an incident. Such a boat would in fact be a mobile observation

post. It would enable UETSO to assist the parties in ensuring compliance

with the Agreement reported by the Secretary-General in paragraph 89 of

his report of 9 May 1956 regarding fishing on Lake Tiberias and the

undertaking by Israel to keep their Felice boats back from the eastern

shore of the Lake except when it is necessary to approach it "for security

reasons".
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In his report, the late Secretary-General stated that he found it necessary

to maintain the proposal for a United Nations boat. The presence of United

Nations Observers in an unarmed observation "boat on Lake Tiberias would not

in any way affect the claims and position of Israel with regard to Lake

Tiberias. It would also help if both in the case of the boat and movement of

Military Observers by jeep, both parties would permit United Nations Observers

freedom of movement without insisting that they be accompanied by liaison'

officers. In principle, the request that United Nations Observers be accompanied

by a liaison officer of either side seems unobjectionable. In practice, however,

it often happens that at the very moment when it is essential for United Nations

Observers to proceed quickly to the scene of an incident, no liaison officer

is available and United Nations Observers are immobilized until one appears.

In this connexion, it may be recalled that in his report of 9 May 1956,

Mr. Hammarskjold stated in paragraph 91 "that in implementation of the

recognition of the status and functions of the Chief of Staff and Observers,

a specific assurance should be given that the principle of freedom of

movement within the relevant areas should be freely recognized. Such assurances

were given by Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. The position of the Government

of Israel is that they will continue to afford to United Nations Observers the

same degree of freedom of movement inside Israel which all residents or

visitors to Israel normally enjoy ...". It may be mentioned that pleasure

craft owned by Israeli residents move freely on Lake Tiberias unescorted by

Israeli liaison officers. It is particularly important that United Nations

Observers performing their duties in the Demilitarized Zone should have free

access which has sometimes been denied them even by the threat and use of

force when crossing at certain points from east to west.

The effectiveness of UNTSO would be greatly increased if both parties

were to facilitate the movement of United Nations Observers. For example,

north of Lake Tiberias permission for the UNTSO aircraft to land at the

Rosh Pina-Mahanayim airfield would result in considerable saving in time,

especially in periods of crisis. Although domestic airlines are permitted

to land at that airport, requests of the Chief of Staff of UKTSO to use that

airfield have been denied. UNTSO effectiveness would also be considerably

increased if UNTSO aircraft were permitted to use commercial air corridors

between Jerusalem-Mahanayim and from Mahanayim north to the Lebanese border
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to join the Beirut-Damascus corridor.

From time to time in the past, suggestions have been made that UNTSO

effectiveness would be increased by the use of a helicopter. This type of

aircraft has proved its usefulness at other United Nations missions. I would

regard it as a valuable addition to the means available to UNTSO to carry outy
\ its functions.

Freedom of movement of United Nations Observers will also enable the

Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission to arrange repeated visits to the

Demilitarized Zone and Defensive Areas. Such visits would enable any

deployment of forces prohibited tinder the General Armistice Agreement to be

promptly brought to the attention of the parties concerned.

Freedom of movement is necessary not only to enable United Nations
Observers to observe reported violations and to assist the parties in

re-establishing the cease-fire; it is also an important factor in allaying
mutual suspicions. If both parties ere aware that United Nations Observers

are moving freely in the areas of their responsibility, their suspicion̂  ke

to the other's intentions are correspondingly lessened.

As I indicated in reply-to an earlier question, the re-establishment of

the procedures for handling problems through the Mixed Armistide Commission

provided under the terms of the General Armistice Agreement would help to

normalize the situation in the Demilitarized Zone and along the Israel-Syrian

Armistice Demarcation Line. In the absence of regular meetings af the Mixed

Armistice Commission, the authority of the Chairman remains in Question:.
These are minimum suggestions which in my view would infcra&de the

effectiveness of UNTSO. What they amount to, in fact, is a res'taibemeht of

some of the provisions of Articles V and VII of the General Armistide
Agreement.
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I cannot go "beyond that and I have simply to reflect the sentiment of the General

Assembly, and I think it is quite proper for me to take this opportunity of appealing

to all Powers concerned to refrain from tests on the basis of the resolutions adopted

at the sixteenth session of the General Assembly.

If the United Nations were to have a permanent army, would not the

Foreign Legion be a convenient nucleus?

The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL: I am not aware of any delegation or delegations

thinking of starting a United Nations standing army, for the moment, although much

thought has been given to this aspect. I/propose to deal with this particular aspect

in one of my speeches some time in the/next few months* I am studying this problem

fTOm all aspects and for the moment'I do not think I am competent to express any

views on it. But if the UniteoXNations decides to maintain an armed force of its

own, of course the question/df the Foreign Legion will be considered by the appropriate

organs.

QUESTION: Are/̂ here any specific indications that the debate on Kashmir will
1 1 ' ' • J >/ f

bring the issue/clloser to a solution, and how long do you expect the debate to last?

The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL; I am sorry, but I have no answer to this question.
~/

QUESTION; After recent incidents between Israel and Syria and the Security

Council resolution on that subject, criticism was voiced by some American and foreign

newspapers that the United Nations had again evaded the main issue, which is a

peace treaty between Israel and the Arab States. What is your opinion on this?

The Acting SECRETARY-GESERAL: If the premise that the UN has evaded the

issue is correct, then I think the blame should be squarely put on the Security

Council, which of course in a sense means the big Powers.

QUESTION; Could you tell us whether the failure of a ministerial-level

ECOSOC to materialize means either: one,a loss of interest in the Decade of

Development on the part of the big Powers; or two, a loss of interest in ECOSOC

by the smaller Powers?

(more)
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QUESTION : When is a final report expected on the investigationjUito the
Hammarskjold crash? What was the basis for the report thajfc^H&mmarskj old's plane

was shot down by the French jet?

The Acting SECRETARY-GBIjEBACr I propose to release this report very soon.

I have asked for thg^Gt3S5missionJs views regarding its release. I am awaiting their
views and^jB»sir"probably it will be released in a few weeks at the latest.

c"
QUESTION; What has been done by the Secretariat to implement the latest

Security Council resolution on Syria and Israel, and can you provide any further

information or clarification on the difference between IMTSO and Israel on the

existence of fortifications in the remilitarised Zone?

The Acting SECRETARY-̂ El̂ EAL : Any further information on this subject will

be submitted to the Security Council as a report, and for the moment we have no

information, in the context of the resolution adopted by the Security Council <•

Mr. Huss and Ladies and Gentlemen, I am very happy once again to have this

opportunity of meeting with you, and eating with you, and I shall look forward

to meeting you again very soon. When I say "very soon", it is a relative timea
It also depends on the circumstances. I have travel plans for early May, I will

be leaving on the 1st of May and will be back on the 9th of May. Of course the

General Assembly is meeting on k June. Perhaps around that time, if it is convenient

to you, I shall look forward to meeting you once again,

Mr» HT15S: I thank the Secretary -General for being a journalist rather than

a diplomat in answering all of our questions.

The Press Conference ended at 2:̂ 5 pad.


